This company, based in London, started over 30 years ago from a small workshop supplying watch straps, batteries and horological tools to retailers, watchmakers and manufacturers. Since then they have expanded rapidly, especially since 2010, consistently growing year on year and gaining market share. Their growth is notable particularly in the recent opening of an office in Hong Kong ensuring that the best products at the most competitive prices can be sourced.

- Ability to be able to process increased number of orders.
- Stock levels to be presented as accurately as possible.
- A requirement to be able to automate and consequently increase the frequency of Stock Takes carried out on a large level of stock.
- The booking in of goods process needed to be more streamlined.

Bridge Live with the Courier and Despatch Manager Modules were installed;
- It is now possible to complete stock takes on a daily basis due to the method being more effective and less time consuming.
- Despatch Manager has enhanced the detailing of the picking processing reducing the likelihood of picking errors.
- Purchase Order Processing Manager handles the goods-in increasing the speed and simplicity of the process.

For more information about how the Bridge Software can be used in your company please follow the links below for all our products.

BRIDGE BATCH  BRIDGE LIVE  BRIDGE MODULES

...for better Warehouse Management